Photographic Ethnography Approach: An Observational Usage Study
Days of Observational Study: Tuesday, November 19th & Wednesday, November 20th, 2019
Population: Library Patrons using Library space
Format: Digital photographs documenting how students use the Library work spaces. Photos taken on all
three floors and of all different types of spaces.
Type: Ethnographic study
Method Based on a similar study completed during Finals in December 2016, we shifted the days of the study to a
“normal” time of the school semester. We chose two days in the middle of the week, with two different class schedules,
in hopes that it would give us a better understanding of how students are adapting to and using the recently renovated
Library space(s). Librarians took a camera around the library at 3 different times (11a, 4p, and 9p) and photographed
predetermined spaces (appendix 1).
Data
Lower Level:

Figure 1. Grad Study 11/19 11am

Figure 2. 107 Open Area 11/19 4pm

Figure 3. Microforms Area 11/20 4pm.

Main Level:

Figure 4. Cafe 11/19 11am

Figure 5. Tutoring Space 11/20 9pm

Figure 6. Innovation Lab 11/19 9pm

Upper Level:

Figure 7. North Carrels 11/20 9pm

Figure 8. Upper Mixed Seating 11/20 9pm

Figure 9. Upper Back Area 11/20 9pm

Figure 10. Upper Lounge Seating 11/19 9pm

Discussion of the Data:
This data has been presented and discussed at a Library Assessment Team meeting. Here are our observations:
Lower Level
-

Lower level was the only level left untouched during the renovation in Summer 2019. This means that the spaces
are contenders for future redesign, including the areas in 107 (figs 1 & 2) and the microform area (fig. 3)
Throughout the study, this floor was the least utilized.
The furniture is very random and appears like it was just all old furniture from other floors/buildings/decades.
The students using the spaces on the lower level were often found in corners or remote spaces (or, nooks), like
the microform area (fig. 3).

Main Level
-

Furniture in café space very cluttered and close together, so that when some seats/tables are in use, it makes
nearby seats unreachable (fig. 4).
Lounge seating throughout floor was not popular.
Tutoring spaces that were opened up for student use in the evening were not used (fig. 5). The seats in these
spaces are accounted for in the overall building seat-count, inflating our numbers.
Public computers on the Main floor were generally in use, although the ones in the Innovation Lab and Café
were typically not seen being used (fig. 6).

Upper Level
-

Lounge seating wasn’t popular on this floor either (fig. 8).
Areas without electrical outlets also shunned (fig. 7).
The back area of the floor, which was left in flux by the renovation, was often in use (fig. 9). This could be due to
the possibility of flexible seating/furniture and isolated environment created by the stacks.

-

Main reading room tables as popular as ever, although there is some dead space taken up by the lounge seating
(fig. 10).

Recommendations:
Easy fixes:

-

Rearrange the furniture in the café

Strategically swap out some of the lounge seating with seating that the students have shown to prefer.
Add electrical outlets to upstairs carrels and electrify two lamp tables in back area of upper level
Advertise the availability of the tutoring room for evening hours better.

Long term planning:

-

-

Think critically about the spaces on the lower level and how they can be redesigned/updated to better
accommodate the students who like to study there. We posit that the users are drawn to the seclusion
of the spaces rather than the dated and random furniture, or the layout of the spaces in general.
Update the furniture in the back area of the Upper level to be more consistent and/or more flexible.
Find ways to add more outlets throughout the building.

Crazy idea?:
-

Knock out some of the walls on the upper level and add windows for more natural lighting.
Because students appear to like studying in isolated areas, add private study rooms.

Appendix:
Appendix 1. Photo Survey Checklist 1

